Do you want to see what studying at the Third Faculty of Medicine looks like? Do you wish to have a look at the spaces of the University Hospital Vinohrady?
Are you thinking about studying medicine in Prague and choosing between faculties?

Then come on 11. 01. 2019 to our faculty’s Open Doors Day!

- We will introduce you to our student organization Trimed, the association of medical students IFMSA and a lot more.
- A rich accompanying program is prepared - you will see what an anatomy or histology class is like.
- You will have the opportunity to try surgical suturing or experience a model situation of first aid.
- You will also have an opportunity to try out a university lecture - you will experience what it feels like to be a medical student.
- After the official program, you can come with our students to the Malý Eden café and socialise informally.

So take out your calendars and mark January 11! Perhaps it will be the day that will change your life. Or at least you will take home our faculty pen - a universally useful thing.